All Smiles at KOSH 2017
It was another great year at KOSH for the RRSW and all Swifters. Steve Wilson did
an excellent job working with the EAA Vintage parking folks and we had our favorite
two rows which eventually held 16 Swifts. I have included a link to the pictures of
all the aircraft and hope that I caught all of them. Try this link for the pics of aircraft
and Swifters:
https://www.icloud.com/sharedalbum/#B0CGrhkPxgYzTH
Bo Mabry and Mr. Frog Jones conducted two great forums and the type club hangar
was manned every day by many of you volunteers. We want to congratulate Scott
Naumann on receiving the “Best Swift” award. You have a great airplane Scott.

Scott with his Award Winning Swift. Well done.
We also had fun following Janet Dicker’s airplane as she and her “Figment” were
selected by the Women Love Taildragers group to be featured aircraft at the Vintage
Red Barn Special Events area. What an honor to have such a great Swift sitting in
front of stage center for two days, and then get to watch Janet being interviewed
with great credit given to the Swift Association.

Janet Dicker being interviewed.

The fellowship on the flight line is always a treat as we all tend to end up with tired
feet at about airshow time. This is what KOSH is all about

Fellowship on the flight line.
The Swifts who made the journey were Robert Gee, Claude Saint-Martin from
Canada, Jim Minor, Jerry Kirby, Don Abbott, Don Sipple, Jim Roberts, Scott Naumann,
Dana Gibbs, Frog Jones, Blake Uhl, Steve and Barb Wilson Stan Price, Janet and Alan
Dicker, Paul and Sandy Merchandetti, and , Greg Langman. Others Swifters arrived
in Cubs, Navions, Cessna 195’s, and probably other aircraft along with all of you who
came via commercial or automobile modes. What a great turnout.

We kept the type club hangar table manned all week and thanks to all of you who
helped with this little chore. It does keep our Type Club visible to the community.
Remember this link for the pics and look forward to seeing you at Swift Nationals in
Texas this October.
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